University of Illinois Graduate Destination Information for Natural Resources and Environmental Sciences B.S. Recipients in the 2016 – 2019 Academic Years

**Employers and Positions**
ACE Hardware Corporation-- Sustainability & Property Operations Manager
American Campus Communities-- LEAD Specialist
American Conservation Experience-- Sawyer
AmeriCorps-- Water Fellow (2)
Applied Ecological Services-- Restoration Field Crew Member
Arcadis-- Technical Intern
Argonne National Laboratory-- Research Consultant
Argonne National Laboratory-- Research Intern (2)
Audubon Society-- Restoration Intern
Battelle-- Botany Field Technician
Bolingbrook Park District-- Natural Resources Grounds Worker
Bswift-- Project Specialist

Based upon information from 87% of NRES graduates from Dec. 16 - Aug. 19.
Camp Burgess & Hayward-- Outdoor Education Facilitator
Carlson Environmental, Inc.-- Environmental Scientist
Center for Advanced Bioenergy and Bio-products Innovation-- Field Research Specialist
Center for Environment Restoration and Sustainable Energy-- Intern
Champaign Park District-- Assistant Director
Chicago Botanic Garden-- Conservation Land Management Intern (2)
Chicago Zoological Society-- Seasonal Keeper
Chubb-- Associate Underwriter (Environmental)
City of Minneapolis-- Seasonal Health Technician
Code Platoon-- Full Stack Web Development
Consulting Solutions Inc.-- Environmental Project Analyst
Corteva Agriscience-- Production Technician (2)
Creber Construction-- Handyman
Davey Resource Group-- Consulting Forester
Dr. Mark David Water Quality Lab-- Research Assistant
Environment Illinois-- Canvasser
Environmental Law & Policy Center-- Legal Assistant
Environmental Monitoring and Technologies, Inc. (EMT)-- Project Manager
Farnsworth Group-- Environmental Scientist I
FBFM-- Field Staff
Fed Ex Ground-- Package Handler
Florida Keys Wild Bird Rehabilitation Center-- Hospital Intern
Forest Preserve District of DuPage County-- Pre-Professional Seasonal Ranger
Fossil Rim Wildlife Center-- Conservation Education Intern
Fox Valley Park District-- Park Grounds and Trails Supervisor
Fulbright Association-- Fulbright Research Scholar
Heartland Alliance International-- External Relations Intern
High Trails Outdoor Science School-- Instructor
Highland Park Park District-- Natural Areas
Honda-- Safety Compliance Analyst
IL EPA-- Intern
Illinois Dept. of Natural Resources-- Conservation Worker
Illinois Natural History Survey-- Field Technician (2)
Illinois State Water Survey-- Field Technician
Illinois State Water Survey-- Hourly Lab Technician
Indiana Dunes Learning Center-- Interpretive Naturalist
Integrated Lakes Management-- Environment Technician
International Living Future Institute-- Declare Coordinator
Jared Polis for Governor of Colorado-- Field Organizer
Johns Manville-- Environmental Specialist
Lincoln Park Zoo-- Population Biology Research Intern
Midwest Animal Hospital-- Kennel Attendant
Morton Arboretum-- Public Horticulture Intern
Mostadi Platt Environmental Consulting-- Emissions Test Engineer (2)
Optimal GEO-- Geospatial Analyst
Oregon State University-- Research Technician
Parkland College-- Financial Aid Assistant
Prince William Sound-- Technician
Redox Tech LLC-- Environmental Technician
Rend Lake Conservancy District-- Intern
RPS Group-- Environmental Consultant
Shedd Aquarium-- Horticulture Intern
Shedd Aquarium-- Kayak for Conservation Facilitator
Siebel Center for Design-- Design Strategist
Sola Gratia Farm-- Wash-Pack Manager
SPAWN (Salmon Protection and Watershed Network)-- Staff
St. Charles Park District-- Ecological Restoration Assistant
Tall Grass Restoration LLC-- Restoration Technician
Teach For America-- Teacher
Thomas Engineering Group LLC-- Environmental Specialist
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign-- Academic Employee - Arboretum
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign-- Field Research Specialist
Urban Growers Collective-- Farm Worker
US Military-- 09S- Commissioned Officer Candidate
US Military-- 2nd Lieutenant
USDA-- Academic Hourly
USDA-- Wildlife Specialist
V3 Companies-- Field Technician
Vector Disease Control International-- Field Technician Intern
ViCentra-- Operator
Village of Glencoe-- Public Safety Officer
Water Quality Association-- Associate Project Leader

**Institution and Areas of Study**
Duke University-- MS Environmental Management (3)
Indiana University-- Master's in Public Affairs (MPA)
Johns Hopkins University-- MPH in Environmental Health
Korea University-- MS Civil, Environmental and Architectural Engineering
Nanyang Technological University-- MS, Environmental Engineering
New York Law School-- JD
Penn State-- JD Energy, Environment and Natural Resources Law
Purdue University-- Master in Science, Interdisciplinary Environmental Science and Engineering
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville-- Biological Sciences
University of California, Berkeley-- Master of City Planning (MCP)
University of Central Arkansas-- Biology
University of Chicago - Harris School of Public Policy-- MS Public Policy Analysis
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign-- MS Library and Information Science
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign-- MS NRES (6)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign-- MS Ecology, Evolution, and Conservation Biology
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign-- MS Technology Management
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign-- Master of Science In Technology
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign-- Master's of Urban Planning
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign-- Secondary Education in Science
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign-- MS Conservation Psychology
University of Iowa-- Juris Doctor
University of Michigan-- PhD Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
University of Michigan-- Environmental Justice (M.S.)
University of Minnesota-- Master of Urban and Regional Planning
University of Pennsylvania-- MS Environmental Studies
University of Toronto-- Master of Environmental Science

This information is summarized from data collected via ACES Graduate Destination Survey and represents 87% (148) of the Natural Resources and Environmental Sciences graduates from December 2016 – August 2019. The three year average salary in this major is $32,156.